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Celebration of THIRTY YEARS – Oh My! 
 

Our 2020 Convention was held in Grand 
Haven, MI, on the shores of beautiful Lake 
Michigan. After canceling our 2019 
Convention due to Covid, our convention 
attendees were primed and ready to have a 
delightful time. Cec and Betz Bradshaw 
planned a fun-filled three days. 

One of our special displays was this poster 
showing a photo of Bette Bemis, upper left, 
and group photos from past conventions. 

     President’s Message 
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 2021Convention Board maker/designers, Jim and 
Susan Cook. Board designer and convention hosts 
Cec and Betz Bradshaw. Jim has made other 
commemorative boards for CBCS and delights us 
with each one. He is a true master craftsman! 
These boards, each individually cut from a Michigan 
Cedar log, were dedicated to the memory of our 
founder, Bette Bemis. 
 
 

 
Becky Fredricksen is one of our newer members. 
She shared the stories of three “Trainer Boards,” 
One board was won for being most skunked in 
Convention 2019. The pictured board was played 
on many times by Becky and her late father, an 
avid cribbage player. Becky and Aunt Elinor Lamb 
will host Convention 2023 in Rochester, 
Minnesota. 

 The official 
Convention 
Welcome Board 
passed to Larry Snow 
- Denver 2022 
 
 
 
 
Let the play continue, 
Keith Dwire, President  
 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXNeXXXX 

New Members 

We would like to welcome our newest members to our group:  

#353 – Steve Olson – Tacoma, Washington 

#354 - Shay Tande and #355 – Gunner Tande - from Golden Colorado. Shay is the daughter of 
Jane (Wally) Ewing and Gunner is Shay’s son. See you next year in Denver. 
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More of My Favorite Things  - Terry Coons  #187 

If you know me, you know I like collecting the unique and odd. Here are some of my latest 
favorites   

Shoe   Souvenir of Vancouver, BC.  From “Mom and Dad, 1947” on box. Orange Bakelite.  

   

On box top and raised lettering inside sole: “I wish you 
many good games of crib from the bottom of my sole. 
And that you won’t get stuck in the last hole.”  © W. L. 

Webber 

Cow Horn “Shark”     

With open mouth. The “stump” behind him has a swivel top 
for peg storage. 

Alaskan carved bone Walrus    

  Sold as a walrus jawbone, but seems small 
(Randy G., any ideas?). Small bear maybe? The 
beauty is in the added tusks. 

Copper mine Commemorative    

From the collection of the great, late Marv Maxell. Copper over wood with leatherette bottom.  

 The center medallion is shown in the above news clipping from 1905. The 
Anaconda “gallows, frame and hoist” copper mine was in Butte MT. It was 
purchased and named in 1881 By Marcus Daly after he read how U.S. Grant’s 
forces had surrounded Robert E. Lee’s “like anaconda” in the Civil War. The 

mine was closed in 1947. 
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Variations on a Theme – Larry Snow # 292 

Musicians, painters, sculptors, artists of all sorts have and continue to create pieces that follow 
a certain theme or pattern. While sorting through my collection of Horn/McCrillis cribbage 
boards, it occurred to me that Rolland McCrillis (manufacturer of the Horn adult game boards 
from early to mid-20th Century) did indeed fit that creative mold. One of his earliest designs, a 
collaboration with Bill Horn, was the model C-230 game board. The late Peter Leach, an avid 
researcher and collector of Horn/McCrillis products, observed that the C-230 appears to have 
been modeled after the LeCount 2-player game board of the late 19th Century (albeit in wood 
rather than metal) including the card/peg storage slot.  

A few years back, I acquired what I believe to be a prototype of the Horn C-230. The playing 
surface, a bric-a-brac pattern of maple, sycamore, and walnut, was modified by shortening the 
starter hole block and changing its tapered wooden slider to brass. The new design was 
depicted in Horn’s earliest Rules for Playing Cribbage folder c1921. That pattern went on to 
become a hallmark of sorts for Horn cribbage boards. Its image was used on the face of 
cardboard boxes for all Horn cribbage boards, both plain and fancy, from 1920’s through the 
early 1930’s. A revised version was implemented in the late 1940’s through the 1950’s. 

 

Horn C-230 Prototype 1 

 

 

Pictured below:  grain box c1940. Center Left to Right: Horn C-230 Prototype, Horn bric-a-brac 
blank (unfinished, gifted by Peter Leach), Horn C-230 c1920, Horn C-10 c1920’s (note rounded 
corners), Horn C-10 c1940’s (note streamlined ends). Below Left: Bric-a-brac picture box c1920- 
early 1930. Below Right: C-70 (folding board) c1920’s.  
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The American Stationer and H.D. Phelps 

As a historical reasearcher, I’d love to share one of my favorite resources with you.  As you can 
see, the American Stationer catalog was devoted to “The Stationery and Fancy Goods Trade”.  It 
was published from 1878 to 1922.  As an oldster, I remember these stores – high end men’s gifts, 
fountain pens, etc.  Well, their catalogs are on line, and if you follow the trail in a cribbage board 
search, you’ll see some beauties. 
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You’ve probably seen these mystery boards; maybe even have one.  (Jay, think your board of the 
month).  They are unmarked but recognizable.  Although often advertised as brass or bronze,  
these are pot metal, nickel plated.  From The American Stationer, Oct. 1900 : 
 

              

Terry Coons #187 

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

2021 Convention  

This edition of the newsletter contains a few pictures from the convention in September. The next 
edition in February will contain more pictures of the winners from the tournaments and the contests. 
You also need to know that Jim Herzog was awarded, by Jane MacLaughlin, the Bette Bemis Quitman 
Memorial board. Congratulations Jim!  

We had a wonderful time and NOW – begin planning to go to Denver in 2022 – More about that in the 
February newsletter. 

From The American Stationer 
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2021 Attendees:  

Wally Ewing, Jane Ewing, Dan Betz, Butch Hanson, Jean Hanson, Keith Dwire, Diane Dwire, Jim 
Herzog, Jeanette Herzog, Larry Snow, Margie Snow, Becky Fredrickson, Betz Bradshaw, Cec 
Bradshaw, Randy Schaffner, Karen Schaffner, Sandy Nieuwenhuis, Diane Schaible, Dave Angell, 
Chris Angell, Bart Robinson, Rosemary Robinson, Debbie Wolgast, Elaine Paulsen, Marcia 
Everingham 
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